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Abstract-The multiple diffraction by two conducting  .wedges with 
roonded edges is invMgated, osing an eMression for the  scrittered field 
of a plane wave  incident on a single wedge witb rounded  edge  derived by 
Ross and Hamid, as wen as the t&hnique proposed by Karp ind Keller 
for the  diffractkon  by  a  slit in an infinite screen. Nnmedcal results for the 
diffraction pattern,  transmission coefficient and  the effect  of rounding 
are also presented. It is shown that small rounding  of the two edges 
decreases the transmission coefficient  for large separatiod  distances 
between  the  wedges. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a  recent article [l], we have treated the diffraction  problem by 
two conducting sharp wedges  exeited by an  incident  plarie  wave. 
Since the edge of any  wedge is not in reality  sharp,  it is worthwhile to 
investigate  the effect of  a small rounding of the two edges on the 
radiation  characteristics  of the double  wedge  problem. 

The  present  analysis of multiple  diffraction  between  the  two 
wedges is based  upon the scattered field expression  from  a  single 
rounded  wedge due to an  incident  plane  wave, at any  angle,  derived 
by Ross and  Hamid [2], and  the  technique  proposed by Karp and 
Keller [3]  for  the diffraction by a slit in an  infinite  conducting screen. 
The  results show variations in the radiation  characteristics as well as 
reduction in the transmission  coefficient  relative to the  sharp-edge 
case. 

FORMULAT~ON 

Consider  the  tiivo-dimensional sed-infinite perfectly  conducting 
wedge of half-angle CY with a rounded  edge of radius a shown in Fig. 
1. The two surfaces of the  wedge  have  continuous  tangents at the 
junction.  The  virtual  apex of the wedge is located  along the z axis of 
the  cylindrical  coordinate  system (p, 4, z). We  consider  the 
transverse magnetic (TM) or vertical  polarization  case  where  the 
electric field has a z component  only  with all vectors  independent of 
z ,  while the time  dependence  exp ( j w t )  is considered  and  suppressed 

The far scattered  field Es, due to  a  plane  wave  of  unit  amplitude 
incident  at any angle 4o with  respect to the negative x axis, is given by 

throughtiut. 

where 

E] = -- sin .a/v 
{[cos .a/v -cos (&+ #8 - h ) / V ]  - 1  

- [cos T / V  - cos (9 - +o)/u] - I }  
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Fig. 1. Double  rounded-wedge  geometry. 
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d = a  csc a 

R = d  COS a = a  cot a 

while v = +/.a, where J, is the exterior wedge  angle 2(7r - a). Here 
k is the  wavenumber, J,(x) is the Bessel  function of order n and 
argument X ,  Hn(x) is the Hankel  function of the  second  kind of order 
n and  argument x,  while dp,  fp, I , ,  and Iz are constants to be 
determined as given in 121 and the scattered  field  pattern F is El + E2 

In (1) the first  term  is  the  field  diffracted by a  sharp  wedge. 
The first and the second terms, Eo(El + Ez), denote the solution of a * 
plane  wave  incident on a  wedge  with  cylindrical  cap of radius R as 
given by Karp [4]. All terms, Eo(EI + Ez + ES) ,  represent the 
scattered  field  expression  derived by Ross and  Hamid [2] for the 
rounded  wedge. Furthermore, for s m a l l  rounding (ku 5 l), we  may 
consider F as the diffracted  field  pattern  where Eo(Ez + E3)  is 
considered to be a  perturbation  term due to the edge  rounding to the 
sharp  wedge  diffraction  term ESl .  

Fig. 1 shows the case of the two conducting  rounded  wedges 
separated by 2s (apex to apex distance between  the  virtual sharp ! 
edges)  where 2ks + 1 and  illuminated by a  plane  wave  of  any 
incident  angle eo. The field at any  point  is  considered to be composed 
of the  geometric  optics  field,  a  single  diffracted  field from each 
wedge,  and a diffracted  field  due to multiple  interaction  between the 

+ E3. 

two  wedges. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized  diffracted  field  versus angle 0 of double  rounded-wedge  for Bo = O", ks = 10 and CY = 15" 

The singly  diffracted  field is given by given  by 

Es=EoGOI+S sin Bo)F(v, $01, 41, ad f(u,  s, e, a)=d F(u, 4019 4 1 9  4 "sin B - sin e,, 

+ E ~ c ~ ~ - s  sin e o ) m ,  +02r 42, a21 (2) +e-jk.$sinB-sinBg) 
F(u, 402, 42,  4 

where pI ,  p2, 401, 41, 402, and & are shown  in  Fig. 1 .  +Eo(h)(e~kFsinBF(u, K, a) 

similar to that  of Karp and  Keller [3]  is constructed. By referring to * [F(u, 402, x, a)+Eo(WF(v, 4019 ' K Y  a) 
this table  and  using (l), the  total  multiply  diffracted  field Em is - F(u, T, K, a)]+e-jkrsheF(u, a, &, a) 
obtained  by  adding all types of fields  in  the  table. Thus E, can be 
written  in  the form * [F(u, 901, p, a) +EO(WF(U, 402, a7 4 

To determine the field due to the multiple  interaction,  a  table 

Em= { E O ( ~ ~ ) F ( V ,  4 0 2 9  ~r ~IEO(~S)EO(PZ) . F(u, 'K, K, a)l}[l - E b ) P ( U ,  r, p, 4 1  - '  
. m ,  x9 r, W ( U ,  T, 42, 4+EOGOl) (5 )  

F(u, a, 41, a)l+E0(2s)F(u, 401, 'K, a) According to  the cross-section  theorem, the transmission  coeffi- 
while, dl = 3 ( ' ~ / 2 )  + 0 and 42 = 3 ( ~ / 2 )  - 8. 

cient T' for normally  incident  plane  wave  is  given  by [EO(WEO(PI)F(U, T, 41, ~ ) F ( u ,  a, rr a) 

+Eo(Pz)F(u, a, 42, a ) l } [ l - E ~ ( W F 2 ( ~ ,  K, 'K, 4 1 - l .  T' =Im V(U, s, 0, a)/2ks'] (6) 

( 3 )  where s' = s + a + a/ sin a andf(u, s, 8, a) is given  by  equation 

Hence, the total diffracted  field Ed + E ,  which is valid in (5) in  the  limit as 0 approaches  zero. One may also use  the  alternative 

the  range - a / 2  + 2a I 0 I a / 2  - 2a and 0" I CY < ~ 1 4 .  
The  total  diffracted  field is then  expressed  in  a normalized 

coordinate  system  with a  common  origin  centered  between  the  two T' =Re [ (1 - j )  ( e ; ) ( . ,  - s, 0, a)/2ks' . 
wedges as shown  in  Fig. 1. Employing  the  well-known  approxima- 
tions for the far field  and  using  the  resulting  relations  between the It  is  obvious  that  as a approaches zero, T' approaches T which  is  the 
angles  and  distances  shown  in  Fig. 1 and  given  in [l], the  total  transmission  coefficient of a sharp  double  wedge  of  aperture 2 s .  

expression for T' ,  given  by Karp and  Russek [5]. i.e., 

1 (7) 

diffracted  field is given  by 

E ~ = E ~ ( P V ( ~ ,  s, e, a) 
DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

(4) Fig. 2 represents a comparison  between the normalized Ed pattern 
where  the  diffracted  field  pattern f of the  double-rounded  wedge is of  the two sharp  wedges (E2 = E3 = 0), two  capped  wedges (E3 = 
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Fig. 3. Normalized diffracted field versus  angle 0 of double  rounded-wedge Fig. 4. Normalized difhcted field versus  angle 0 of double  rounded-wedge 

for Bo = O " ,  ks = 10 and (Y = IO". for Bo = On, ka = 0.4 and (Y = 15'. 

TABLE I 

ka 
Beam- 

Level Position width 

First sidelobe 

0.0 

-11.93 dB 18.87' 10.49 1.0 

-11.16 dB 21.80'  12.800 0.8 

-12.61  dB 22.99'  13.32' 0.4 

-1356  dB . 2689' 1523' 

0, ka = 0.5) and two rounded  wedges (ka = 0.5) when Bo = 0", ks 
= 10  and a = 15". As shown, there is  a  remarkable  change  in  the 
pattern  characteristics. As an example the beamwidth, first sidelobe 
position  and  level shift from 15.29",  27.15", - 13.58 dB for ka = 0 
to 23.85",  37.61", - 10.58 dB for ka = 0.5(E3 = 0) and 13.43", 
23.05", - 13.06 d B ,  for ka = 0.5, respectively. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the effects of rounding on the normalized Ed 
pattern for different  values of ka with Bo = O", ks = 10  and 01 = 
10". Table I illustrates  the  pattern  characteristics shown in  Fig. 3. In 
which  one  notices  that  the  beamwidth  decreases  with ka as  well as the 
first sidelobe  position. 

Fig. 4 shows  the normalized Ed pattern for different  values of ks 
witheo = O",ka = 0.4anda = 15".Fortheindicatedvaluesofks, 
(i.e., 5, 8 and 12), the  beamwidths are 27.74",  17.30'  and 11.96", 
respectively. 

The  dependence of T' on ks' is shown in Fig. 5 with 00 = O", a 
= 25" and for three  different  values of ka, namely 0.0,0.3, and  0.9. 
The  figure  indicates  that T' is  damped in an  oscillatory  fashion  with 
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Fig. 5. Transmission coefficient versus ks' of double  rounded-wedge for 9, 

= O", and a = 25". 

varying ks' , while  the  oscillations die down  and T' converges to 
unity as  expected for  large ks' . It  is also apparent  that T' decreases 
with ka for all large values of ks' or ks. 

An alternative  approach for the diffraction by a double  wedge of 
arbitrary aperture due to an  incident  plane  wave is presently 
investigated. A rigorous  diffracted  field is formulated as the  field 
diffracted by each  wedge  in  the  absence of the  other  plus  interaction 
terms to account for the  multiple  diffraction between the two wedges. 

1 
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The latter is  expressed  using  an  angular  spectrum of plane  waves, 
where  each  plane  wave is diffracted by the  same way as the original 
incident  plane  wave.  The  results  of this approach  will be.report4.k a 
future article. 

CONCLUSION 

Our previous  solution for the  diffraction  of an incident  plane  wave 
by a  double  wide  wedge  has  been  extended  to  include the effect  of 
small  rounding  of  the  edges.  The  present method-is a  generalization 
of  the Karp and  Keller  technique for the  diffraction by an  aperture in 
a  hard  screen,  and  is  applicable to normal as well as oblique  incident 
plane  wave. 
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Analysis of Transient  Responses  Between Coupled 
Dipole Antennas by Using a  Simple  Equivalent 

Circuit 

Abstruct-Transient  responses  between two dipole  antennas  were 
analyzed by using  a  simple  equivalent  circuit of a dipole antenna.  This 
equivalent  circuit is composed of a lossless transmission l i e  and two 
shunt  resistances  representing  electrical discontinuities at a feed point  and 
tips of the dipole antenna. A closed-form formola for the  indnced  load 
voltage in the  time  domain  was  derived.  Since the damping factor due to 
radiation from antennas is indnded in this expression,  this formulation 
gives  better  results  than those given by the  conventional  transmission-line 
approximation.  Measured  time  histories  snpport  the  validity of theoreti- 
cal results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For fundamental  understanding  of  the  mechanism of electromag- 
netic  radiation  and  reception,  the  authors  have  analyzed  the  transient 
response  between  linear  antennas  theoretically as well as experimen- 

tally [ €3,  [2]. In the  previous  papers, we derived  closed-form  formulas 
for the W i e n t  responses  of  the  induced  load  voltage  and  showed 
that  they  give  time  histories  which a g e  well  with  the  measured  ones. 
However, we also pointed  out  that  lack  of  attenuation  due to radiation 
causes  slow  decay  of  responses. 

In this communication, we present  a  simple  but more accurate 
technique than the  conventional transmission-he approximation  to 
analyze the transient  responses by introducing  a new equivalent 
circuit  of  a dipole antenna. 

n. EXPERMENTAL DETERMINATION OF AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
OF A DIPOLE ANTENNA 

The  conventional  transmission-line  approximation  of  dipole  anten- 
nas neglects the attenuation  due to radiation. Instead of this 
approximation,  some  models  expressing  radiation by loading  lumped 
circuits to the lossless transmission line have  been  reported [3]-[q. 
Following  these  ideas, we have  a  model  of  a  dipole antenna driven 
from  a  transmission line as shown in Fig. l(b). Here, two-port  and 
one-port  lumped circuits represent  discontinuities  at  a  feed-point  and 
tips, respectively. This circuit  corresponds  well to the  behavior  of 
traveling current on  a thin wire  too [7]. 

When the circuit  shown  in  Fig. l(b) is excited by a  pulse V,(t) 
whose  spatial  duration is sufficiently  short  compared to the  length of 
the  antenna,  reflected  pulses  from  discontinuities  of  the  antenna can 
be observed  separately at a  point  of  the  feeding  transmission  line. 
Here, we define a frequencydomain scattering matrix of  the  lumped 
circuit at the feed  point by 

where the time  dependency ejw* is assumed  and  a  tilde  denotes  the 
function  of  frequency. In the following  discussion,  the  tilde is to be 
neglected for the  phase  constant k and other parameters  which are 
frequency  independent to simplify the notation. In (l), subscript  1 
denotes  the port c o ~ e c t e d  to the feed  line  and  subscript 2 denotes  the 
port connected to the  antenna.  Similarly we define  the  reflection 
coefficient  at  the tip as 4. Using  these  scattering  parameters, the nth 
reflected  pulse  detected  on the feed-line is given by 

L 

In this expression, the time origin of  each  pulse is shifted to remove 
the propagation  delay  along  the wire. The  waveform  of  the  reflected 
pulse  in  the  time  domain can be obtained by the  inverse Fourier 
transformation  of (2). 

The  circuit  shown  in  Fig. l(c) is  one  simple  expression for Fig. 
l(b), which  is  composed  of  a  lossless  uniform  transmission  line of 
characteristic  impedance W, phase  constant k = 4 and  shunt 
loaded  lumped  impedance 2, and 2, which  represent  the  electrical 
discontinuities  at the feed point  and tips. 

The  scattering  parameters  of  the circuit shown  in  Fig. l(c) 
corresponding  to  (1) are [8] 
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